I am in my parents' old place and wake up in the middle of the night. I walk downstairs thinking that I am home alone but hear my two sisters coming back. They have been out to a restaurant and I realize that my parents have also arrived. I then help them park their big car but scratch it.
I am walking with my parents on a path. I am actually trying to look at the right way to go on a big map and we turn left. There is also an handicap boy with us and he needs to blow his nose. I then use the map but he falls down and my stepfather tells me not to use it. I blow his nose instead.
I am with my kid at a boyscout camp. He is actually going on a metal rope from one side to another and the comes down. Another kid goes up and he is much faster sliding to the other side. There is another rope higher up and an Argentinian mother is also very agile although she had cancer.
I am with my girlfriend walking inside a mall and we decide to check a place renting small motorcycles. I want to take my kid there but we find that it is very empty inside and there is only one kid going with a remote controlled car. I then ask him for a motorcycle and he takes me to his father.
I am walking with my son to a fast food but a policeman tells us to go around it. We then find another café with cheap cakes and I order one. The lady at the counter gives me the wrong kind and I give her too much money. I then seat down with my kid and a woman next to him stands to leave.
I am on a beach with my son and his mother. The sea is calm and we go in the water but then get out to see a photo album. I then realize that I am in their relative cottage by the lake and see a white crocodile going towards it. I actually have to leave but feel bad about my son who is alone.
I am in a small garden talking to my old best friend. He became very famous after he proposed to design a car that senses when the driver is drunk. He then tells me how he came up with the idea working in his office and announcing it on a website that suddenly got allot of likes.
I am in a university and join a conference even though I have not subscribed. As I follow the participants inside a building an older scholar wants to take a picture of me talking. We actually end up in a restaurant and she whispers in my ear that the girls I am seating with are all Marxists.
I am in a park with big swings and see two Italian girls. I then go to them with an inflatable mattress and guide them to a pool. Other people get on and I stir the mattress to a slide. We then start going down but there are two other girls going up. We reach the end that we went really slow.
I am on the side of a hill observing my son fishing in the forest below. It is underwater and I try to show it to a guy on another side but that part is still above the water. He actually finds a tomato seed and wants to get rid of it but I explain to him that it needs to be planted to be able to grow.
I am watching a guy putting on an helmet and knocking on a round building. It is actually a large scale model of his helmet and a man lets him inside. He then takes him through many corridors into a dining room. There is another guy there who actually was saved jumping down a mountain.
I am standing in a small square of my home village observing an old cousin reactivating an old marble fountain. I try to call him but actually say the name of his brother who is in a wheel chair under the spraying water. I am really moved and also get under the water to cover my tears.
I am in my parents' old place that is getting late. I am actually waiting in the kitchen and hear my stepfather coming home. I then start putting my socks on but realize that I have two big warts under my foot. My sister comes and she also find two smaller ones on my toe but I put my sock on.
I am out in a small square celebrating the victory of a national team even though it is not my team. I am among other people and notice another foreigner. He is actually from the Philippines and moves away from his group to celebrate his team but allot of people from my group beat him up.
I am in a market next to my apartment and meet an exchange student from France. He wants to buy some tools to fix the apartment he will only have for a few months but I offer him to come and help him with my tools. We then go back to the station but there are no trains back to the city.
I am in a small auditorium with my stepfather. There are two students on the opposite side and they need to be examined on an interactive prototype they have built. I then walk to the blackboard and start drawings the pins of a circuit but I am actually using small numbers and erase them.
I am in my mother's car driving to a gym on top of a small mountain. My girlfriend is actually with us but she has an ear inflammation and it is painful. It is very painful and I tell my mother to drop me off and drive back to a pharmacy but we actually find one at the entrance of the gym.
I am in a swimming pool and find a German colleague bathing even though it is too shallow. I then tell her of an installation from a German professor who made an interactive floor with ripples. She is not interested and puts her head under water. I then go to the big pool but it is too busy.
I am with my girlfriend in a bar and see my spiritual friend. We then start walking together outside but he tells us that he has to go. We then let him go but I see that he is going back in the bar. I look closely and see that he is stealing a slice of pink cake but I go pay for it before he is caught.
I am in a restaurant eating pizza with my ex wife's neighbour. She is also divorced and tells me how the only one slice of the pizza she is missing is the time she has spent in complete chastity. I only have one slice left on my dish and try to see if it matches her pizza but the tip is too long.
I am walking with my girlfriend in a city and arrive to where our car is parked. It is yellow and very cute but the engine is too small to go on an highway. It is actually the same model they use on highways and I think to replace the engine with a big one but realize that it would be too expensive.
I am in a shop with my mother and we are about to go out but I remember that I need brushes. They sell a cheap set but they are made for cleaning mushrooms and I am not so sure. My mother tells me to look at some other ones and I find them good but they are the same size I have home.
I am at my parent's old place and my mother takes me out but there are allot of kids throwing plumbs. They want to hit me and I walk backward using my mother as a shield. We reach the gate and I leave her inside going out but there are also kids waiting on the street and they hit me.
I am walking with my girlfriend to a big lake. We go down to the water and a guy comes to assist us. He explains me that there are fences where the lake is too deep and I go to swim. As I make it back I find allot of yellow pollen and I take a fist full to throw it at my girlfriend but it all dissolves.
I am in my former parents-in-law country house composing music on their piano. I actually write the notes on a musical sheet from my mother-in-law but hear her husband coming home. I then go upstairs and try to look for some of my old stuff on a bookshelf of my ex wife room.
I am in an airport and bike out but end up on a highway. I can see my native mountains but need to pay attention to the road. In front of me there is actually a long van and I can see that some Belgian people are taking all their stuff out. They have been robbed and I land them a screwdriver.
I am attending a celebration in a village square at night. As I walk around the small crowd I hear that an Italian girl has been stubbed to death. I then realize that they are Russians killing foreigners. I run to a guard in the center trying to explain to them that I am as poor as anybody else.
I am watching a film about a guy talking to a friend at night. They are going to join other people to reconstruct a burnt village but a man from behind shoots the first guy. He wants him to crawl and leave a trace of blood on the snow to follow him but the guy is still strong and starts running.
I am in a tent with my girlfriend. It is very deep and I go with her to the front to look outside. It is still light out and I start putting all our stuff in front of the entrance to prevent any teeth. I then realize that it is better to go to her tent but it got dark out and hear my cousin and friends outside.
I am with my ex wife crossing the boarder with Russia. As we get in a village I see that locals are eating good food and I wish we could stop in a bar but proceed inside other bars. In one of them there is a long pot with warm water and I put my hand inside thinking it is a sauna but it is a soup.
I am in a library drawing when an old American colleague comes by. She is really impressed and invites me to her place. She is actually very ugly but puts allot of make up on and fucks me on her sofa. Another girls with big bubs comes expecting to sleep with me but I want to sleep by myself.
I am on a train with my girlfriend and get ready to go down. It is actually the wrong station but my girlfriend decides to keep on the platform while the trains leaves. I then get off at the following station but it is all indoor and I realize that there are no buses to the airport. My girlfriend was right.
I am going to the university that is very late. I should meet my new supervisor who is an old and famous researcher but end up attending the lecture of my old supervisor. He notices that my left eye is more closed than the other and I tell him that I got an injury boxing but I had an operation.
I am in a station and pass by a small concert. I seat down to fix some books with my knife and a girl seats next to me. She is not afraid of the knife and I realize that she is one of my sister's friends. The latter actually comes to seat even closer to me and starts smoking although is forbidden.
I am walking down a street and meet a Swiss producer. He was supposed to make a documentary about my project but never got back to me and I ask him for his phone number. He then tells me that they are considering my case now and takes his phone out with his number but it is too long.
I am running through an old square when a guy hugs me from behind. He is an old classmate and I my old best friend who is also there running with his girlfriend. We then prepare to run together around a track and my best friend starts without us. I go after him but there are doors to open.
I am at the supermarket with my parents. My mother is hanging some big slices of breads and tells me that my little sister is going to the States with her own money. She is very small and wants some wine. I then open up a package with allot of small soda bottles and pick a red one for her.
I am walking down an empty corridor and see an handicap hugging my girlfriend. I then tell him to get off her and she tells me that many other people hugged her. I then start throwing plastic knives at a group of young people seating in a corner but one tells me that I should dress her more.
I am in a classroom talking to a blond and tall girl. We are actually together and I ask her if we can spend the summer in her country house. She is in doubt and I ask her if she has a place of her own. She then tells me that she could have it but her mother is buying a house in the States.
I am walking with my mother in the mountains and she tells me to visit a doctor to fix my back but I don't have any problems now. We then go in a garage to get our bikes and start biking but it gets uphill soon and she is too tired. We then walk again and she tells me to have my second kid.
I am in my bedroom in my parents' old house and wake up that the mattress is on the floor. I then see that the bed is actually above me and wonder how I felt. My son is sleeping on the other size of the room and I realize that we have to catch a flight. I then look at my phone but it is too late.
I am watching the film of a young man who has thrown allot of earth in a garden. The landlord comes along with his lady and wonders if it is maneuver. The young man then explains him that it is just earth and that he is planning to prolong it all the way down to the grass making a triangle.
I am in a bedroom with a friend and see a very fat woman laying on the bed. She wants me and I go over her although she is really disgusting. She starts masturbating me with her big breast but also wants to kiss me and I feel very disgusting. Her vagina is also very disgusting and I pull out.
I am in the entrance of a roller coaster with my girlfriend and son. Some people are testing a timber to slide it down in the water and tells us that it is for free. My girlfriend and son gets in to try it but I stay out and hear from her that only the beginning was exciting but the end was too slow.
I am in a garden fixing an old car. As I move to the front I realize that my sister is there. We look each other in the eyes and she tells me how much she is in love with my American curator friend. She is actually married and I try to think how she can be in love but then remember his blue eyes.
I am walking with my girlfriend and my best friend to an harbour. We are carrying allot of luggage and the road is quite long. We see a bus arriving and my best friend gets in. I ask the driver if we have to pay for a new ticket and tell my best friend that we have to. He then gets off with me.
I am in a shop and find a cheap old camera. It is actually for only one use even though it looks quite professional. I then start looking at it but see that it has too many exposure to choose from. The shop assistant shows me how to put automatic exposure but I still don't get the photo counter.
I am standing with my girlfriend in a little square and see a man by a small house. I then realize that he is selling it and we go in to check it. It is being divided in two and I even see a swimming pool. It is only a roof and we go back that they are painting a sunset but my girlfriend doesn't like it.
I am in a little bar and see a famous politician going out. A young one comes in to read a speech but he gives his papers to other politicians seating in front of him. He then gets the papers in the wrong order and starts reading his curriculum vitae but then swap to the right one and gets fluent.
I am walking in a restaurant and see my sisters seating together at the head of a big table. As I am about to go out again I see my little sister touching her penis while talking. I then feel shocked and go out to tell my girlfriend who tells me that she also had a penis when she was a teenager.
I am in a university and go to a lecture wearing sunglasses. There is actually an art critic attending and I wait the end of the lecture to give him a book from my old art professor. We find a cassette inside and he plays it on a screen. It is a very interesting performance and everyone is fascinated.
I am in an airport to catch a flight back to Sweden and meet my sister. She is actually going to Spain and I still have to buy a ticket. I then try in one of the machines but it doesn't work and I start feeling very agitated. I see a man walking away from a computer and I try there without success.
I am in a classroom with a professor asking us to brainstorm on the main concepts for our movement. I then start listing several ones related to art but he suddenly wants us to think of an original name. I have a good idea but he also listens to other guys and I think we should discuss more.
I am walking out of a shelter but a steward wants to weight my bag. It is too heavy and I try to hide a book while he starts cutting the cardboard packages inside. We then walk out together to weight it but he takes me to a fountain. I don't know how he will do it but I am sure my bag is light.
I am on a stage that everyone is walking out and get a fake bill from my girlfriend. I then start playing guitar with it and a man wants to give me a real one but a band joins me. I am actually better off singing and slide to the end of the stage improvising a love song. I go back with an old guitar.
I am walking in a small town and come to the house of a man. It is quite big inside and I start to observe the outside while he seats in the small garden. I then realize that he has joined two different houses together making the rooms inside much bigger although the styles are really different.
I am on the side of a street waiting for a bus with my girlfriend. I try to stop several buses but none of them is going to the destination we want. Suddenly a bus with the sign displaying the right city name comes but only stops at a traffic light. We run to it and reach it but without our luggage.
I am watching the world cup final and see an Ecuadorian player going very fast through the English defense. He is also in the goal area but passes the ball to another player on the side while all the team reaches the goal. They score but I only see that a player hits the upper pole with the ball.
I am walking through a small city and reach a shop where my girlfriend is buying second hand clothes. She shows me a dress she bought and I realize that a male colleague is there with her. I then leave the shop but she follows me back to her apartment. I am angry but she has to go to work.
I am back to my former father-in-law's farm with a friend. A young man is now the owner and we go down to check my vegetable garden. My father-in-law has planted corn almost everywhere but there is one lane that is still untouched. I then start to remove stone and hand them to my friend.
I am in a small studio of a big building hosting allot of artists. As I look down I see that many of them have left the windows open even though they are not there. I am actually sharing my studio with another artist and we discuss to put a shelf on the long sides but there are triangular corners.
I am in an apartment with my American curator friend and check out the bathroom. It is very small but I could afford renting it. We actually need an entire apartment and walk out of the compound. As we get on a street my friend tells me of a group of artists starting a commune in Switzerland.
I am in a mall with my girlfriend and I ask her if she still has a receipt for her shoes. I have the same kind of shows but want to change them for another color. She wants me to choose blue ones and starts looking for the receipt but I realize that her black shoes are too old and I cannot change.
I am in the Canadian countryside biking with my natural father. We reach an Italian party and my cousin lets us in. We then go around an exhibition and I stop at a table to edit a video. A man comes to check it but I cannot load it and I start making a portrait of a lady who is actually Swedish.
I am at an opening of a museum at night and get in a small theater with allot of baroque decorations. I then take a seat but there are actually zombies there telling me to move to the side. As I do so they start smoking and one of them turns on the light to sell thick hamburgers of human meat.
I am at a university working on my computer and see the Turkish administrator reading an e-mail I sent him. I asked him to update my profile picture and he starts writing on a yellow post-it. He then turns my way and shows me the dimensions I should use to resize the image I have sent him.
I am with my parents walking down a mountain. It is the last slope and I realize that my son is behind. I then wait for him by a ski lift but a man tells me that I should pay a tax for some books I printed there. We then go in to check and I find allot of my pictures but the books are magazines.
I am in a classroom where a famous rock band is playing. One of them is actually reading aloud the proposal he sent for a doctorate studies. At the end of the concert he complains with me that he has only been accepted to a program once a month but I tell him to focus on his music career.
I am in a big space shuttle with a pilot who wants to take me to an ancient Italian city. He actually takes me to very modern America city with allot of skyscrapers. As I look out in the dark pollution I can see a very big one in the middle but we land and take a metro without any seats inside.
I am walking with a blond anorectic girl towards a cemetery and we seat on the third floor of the surrounding wall. A gypsy with a kid comes to beg for money and the anorectic girl gives her some. The gypsy then starts talking with us and I want to jump down but her English is very good.
I am with my girlfriend at a metro station and go out looking for my Polish friend's apartment. I cannot find it but see a group of Polish looking guys and approach them but they speak Italian. We then walk to another building and see my Polish friend standing. I call him but he does not reply.
I am in a room and get a phone call from my aunt. She is upset about the mess I left in her garage but I don't know what she is talking about. I then look out of the window and see that I left all my paintings there. I go to fetch them and show two nice ones to my uncle but he doesn't like them.
I am in a classroom when the teacher tells us to write about the African country we have studied. I start writing how in that country they have accidentally discovered the cog wheel but I cannot remember the name of the county. I try to ask and look at a map but the teacher wants us to stop.
I am in a car with my parents driving along some beautiful mountains. We actually arrive in a village with a bar and we go out for a snack. My son is with us and I show him a small waterfall. He turns to see it but the waterfall is only coming at certain intervals and he is not surprised.
I am in a classroom and seat next to a dressed up German girl. A Swedish girl walks behind me and gives me a letter I got from the Italian police. I am not afraid of it and open it. I then stand up to read that I own the tax office a small amount. I want to seat again but another girl took my place.
I am in a mountain cottage and meet my Polish friend who has just been to Austria. He then shows me the military car he has bought there and we start driving. We are actually in Austria and reach the family that has hosted him but they have other guests and I introduce myself to everyone.
I am in a class with a teacher asking us what we want to drink for a party. Everyone orders drinks but I ask him for lemons to make a lemonade. I then go in a room to wait for the party and find my son to sleep. His bed lamp is falling and I try to screw it in but it is too dark and we have to go.
I am walking inside a big hotel and realize that my stepfather owns it. As I walk through the reception I realize that no ones is there and that the hotel is actually a palace. I walk through a glass door thinking that I should start receiving folk there but then realize that I only have a small room.
I am in a room trying to load my mail box on a computer. I only get a log-in page with a green screen and a girl asks me to check her memory stick. She lost all her content and I am not able to help but I tell her anyway that I will try to use a program to retrieve all her memory.
I am seating on a hill looking to the left at a nice road with old houses. I then remember that I was supposed to go and live there with my ex. My kid goes actually to school down the hill and I want to go to meet him but realize that it is already closed and it is his mother's turn to pick him up.
I am in a workshop with my girlfriend looking at two guys placing cubic bricks on a white glue. We then look at one laying the glue and realize that they are building a church I planned for my parents-in-law's farm. I don't have that place anymore and I warned them that I need a new one.
I am in a field looking at some guys playing hockey on grass. One of them gets hurt and they ask me to play. I don't want to but then see that it is like playing soccer and run to the golly with another team mate. We actually score but then start arguing with the other team for the total score.
I am in the rich room of a rich girl talking to her brother. they want me to stay there overnight and make a painting. I first don't want to but then see my naked chest on a mirror and decides to make a self portrait. The girl is holding a long brush and I ask for a big canvas but they don't have it.
I am with my girlfriend and son at a small restaurant. It is getting late and I stand up to go but meet my old director in a small room. He is eating with another guy but I anyway decide to disturb him and say hi to him. He is very happy to see me and I show him my son who is now very tall.
I am with two politicians driving in a highway. They are actually trying to form a new government and think about an architect who could work for them. The opposition has already denied one with a diploma and they think of me even though I don't have it. I then see my name barred on a sign.
I am in a bar discussing with my girlfriend how to drive across Germany. There is actually a German man who advices us a nice road but he tells us to be careful not to miss a nice villa. He then shows us a picture of a crossing and tells us not to turn left in a small city center but to go straight.
I am in a class and realize that I have to give a lecture on bacterias. I don't know anything about it and the students start coming. There are many and I tell them about a boy who got a fever because of a mosquito but they are too noisy and I have to use a megaphone to make myself be heard.
I am walking in a small park and find a small stream. I cross it but find myself blocked. I want to cross back but there are different kinds of birds now floating in the stream. I then try in another point of the stream but it is too wide. The end of is actually a swimming pool with chlorine water.
I am at a summer resort and walk through a bar. There is an old family friend seating there and I pass next to him placing my hand on his shoulder. He is turned and just place his hand on mine but I suddenly remember that he is gay. I then move in front of him and he lets his hand go.
I am in a tiny apartment sharing a room with a short Italian guy. I realize that he is actually the champion of an important biking competition and start feeling agitated. He is instead very friendly and prepares to go to another competition but goes out of the apartment wearing a wet bike pants.
I am waiting for a train when a guy with a hat greets me. I then asks him to remove the hat and recognize an old friend. The train arrives and I follow him inside where we find some place in front of her sister. Her friend is playing loud music and a guy with a soldier hat comes to beat him up.
I am biking in the countryside and pass by an artificial lake. I then continue and reach a very nice medieval town but have to go inside the city gate and there is only a spiral staircase. I then put the bike on a shoulder and hold myself on a small column but I break it and decide to back up.
I am in a bedroom when an Italian man comes in. He is actually a truck driver and looks for a place where to sleep. He then lays on a bed below mine and I find out that he is from a village nearby the native mountains. He then shows me a foldable door that a friend of him has invented.
I am in an ancient villa lighting a fire on a big haven. I then go to meet an old friend who is actually the owner but he starts complaining about the bad smell. I go back to check the fire and realize that an American girl was there and placed a cooking pot inside and the plastic handle is burning.
I am at a restaurant with my old friends celebrating my best friend who is actually going to marry. The table is very long and we hear some people singing for another couple at the other end. I also want to sing but my best friend tells me that they will have to fake their marriage to take photos.
I am watching a black guy playing with a small ball in a street behind his house. He was told to kick it against his uncle car and he actually realizes that he is a pervert. As the black guy pulls his head up he sees his white uncle looking at him. He then goes up to confront him but he is a she.
I am with my parents driving to my girlfriend's native city. I show them the big castle and we reach the beautiful main church where we park. We then go in a building a find the room that my girlfriend's mother has rented for us but there is little light and my stepfather finds his bed too soft.
I am at my aunt's place and wait for her in the kitchen while she is getting ready to go out. She then tells me of an amusement park in town but I am actually looking at a small box on her table. It comes from an Eastern European country and she explains that it was a present form my cousin.
I am biking in my girlfriend's city and cross an old friend walking with a Dutch girl. I stop to hug him and the girl leaves. He also cannot talk to him and seats down on a staircase with an harmonica. It is actually a sophisticated machine to DJ and I seat next to him to hear his performance.
I am at an airport waiting to get in a plane but it starts taking off and I run after it with an handicap couple. They manage to get hold of a wing but I don't and help a steward to put my luggage inside the wing of another airplane. It is supposed to reach the other but it lacks the scaffolding.

